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1) Take four of the 4-40 blind nuts and
insert them into the four holes in the
sandwich plate.
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3) Using thin or medium CA glue, glue
the two angle plates to the base plate,
ensuring that the tab on the angle plate
that is nearest the point of the triangle is
inserted into the base plate in the proper
direction.
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4) Glue the firewall plate to the base
plate/angle plate assembly, ensuring the
tabs are lined up and the firewall is sitting
flush with the edges of all three mating
plates.
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5) Glue the back plate to the rear of the
mount with the holes oriented on the
lower portion of the mount.
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6) Install your motor to the mount using
the included 4-40 bolts. Line the mount
up on your model and once in the proper
positoin, mark then drill four holes for the
sandwich bolts to go through. Assemble
washers and bolts, then feed through
your material and thread the bolts into
the sandwich plate blind nuts. Tighten
until tight.
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Feel free to contact us for more
information about this and all of our fine
products!
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